Investigation of the Peninsula Effect Using the Latitudinal Abundance Pattern for Tree Species in Florida
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Abstract: The peninsula effect is a biological diversity pattern found in peninsulas in which the number of species decreases toward the tip of the peninsula. The geometry hypothesis, as one proposed cause of the peninsula effect, attempts to predict this pattern by examining the peculiarities of peninsular geometry. As peninsulas are characterized by their isolated positions, it has been suggested that a decreased immigration-to-extinction rate is the cause of the decrease in species diversity from the base to the tip of a peninsula. We aimed to test the geometry hypothesis on tree species in the Florida peninsula by modeling the latitudinal abundance pattern using sample-based tree inventory data. We postulated that the current abundance distribution of a species is a ramification of past immigration–extinction dynamics in a peninsula, as well as an important indicator of such dynamics in the future. The latitudinal abundance patterns of 113 tree species in Florida in the southeastern United States were simulated with the Huisman–Olff–Fresco (HOF) model using the USDA Forest Service’s Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) database. Evidence species for the geometry hypothesis were then selected if the simulated latitudinal abundance pattern was asymmetric with its abundance maxima occurring within the Florida peninsula (i.e., approximately 31.5° latitude or lower). Our HOF model results found that most species (87% of 113 species) did not experience any steep abundance decline along the Florida peninsula when compared with their general trend across the range, suggesting that the observed diversity pattern of tree species in Florida could merely be a continuation of latitudinal diversity gradients in the southeastern United States, independent of peninsular geometry.
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1. Introduction

The study of species diversity patterns and their underlying factors has been a continuing scientific inquiry for the past century (e.g., [1–6]). On the continental scale, a latitudinal diversity gradient (LDG) is a primary diversity pattern recognized in a wide spectrum of taxa in which the highest levels of species density (i.e., gamma diversity for a region, [7]) are seen in the tropics, while declining toward polar regions [4,5,8]. The underlying mechanisms of LDG are generally well explained by various factors, including hypotheses based on environment [9], evolutionary factors [10], and history [11]; however, regional scale anomalies—in particular, the inverse LDG pattern found on peninsulas—remain unresolved [12].

Since the first observation of the decreasing diversity of bird species along the Florida peninsula [13], this monotonic pattern has attracted considerable attention over the past 60 years. In particular, tree species in the Florida peninsula exhibit an inverse LDG pattern, such that the number of species within a defined area—i.e., species richness as a proxy for tree species diversity—decreases
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from a broad mainland base toward the narrow, southern tip of the peninsula. Although the diversity pattern of woody plants has received little attention, these plants are among the most prominent organisms that sustain the biodiversity and functions of ecosystems.

Simpson [14] first postulated the “peninsula effect” observed in mammalian species, suggesting that the geometry of peninsulas surrounded by the ocean limits the immigration of species and increases extinction rates (hereafter referred to as the “geometry hypothesis”), causing a decrease in diversity from the base to the tip of a peninsula. This geometry hypothesis, thus, emphasizes the role of the island-like geometry of peninsulas on population dynamics (i.e., an imbalance of the immigration/extinction rates). The term “peninsula effect” has commonly been used to denote a process that explains the diversity pattern found within peninsulas; however, there is great disagreement relative to the causative processes of such patterns [15]. Herein, the use of the term “peninsula effect” only refers to the monotonic decreasing diversity pattern along the peninsula’s axis, and any mechanism-related proposal is described as an individual hypothesis meant to explain the decreasing diversity pattern of the peninsula effect.

Support for the geometry hypothesis includes studies of birds in Baja California, in Florida, and in Yucatan (Mexico) [16], amphibians and reptiles in the Florida peninsula [7], six vertebrate groups (lizards, snakes, birds, mammals in general, and heteromyid rodents and bats) in the Baja California peninsula [17], forest vegetation in the state of Maine [18], and passerine birds in Spain [19]. At the same time, mixed patterns have been observed in peninsulas: hump-shaped species richness of ground beetles in the mid-range of the Florida peninsula [20] and no pattern related to scorpions along the axis of the Baja California peninsula [21] or in the tropical forests of Belize and Venezuela [22]. A noteworthy summary was a meta-analysis by Jenkins et al. [23], in which only 18 out of 37 studies (49%) exhibited the peninsula effect, and the geometry hypothesis is considered as an idiosyncratic phenomenon that depends on context, taxonomic group, and analytic scales [12,23].

While a variety of mobile species with tracked movement would be well tested by the geometry hypothesis, tree species have not been extensively studied because they exhibit a delayed reaction to the environment, with a varying dispersal mode that is difficult to be monitored. In addition, this lag time, together with a large range size, makes tree species difficult to study in terms of immigration/extinction rate.

Alternatively, tree species abundance distributions from a systematic, sample-based inventory, such as Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) data, may provide insights for assessing immigration/extinction dynamics, as they are closely related under the umbrella of population dynamics. Empirical studies from invasion ecology have shown that high abundance is significantly associated with successful immigration and establishment, and low abundance can lead to high levels of extinction [24–26]. Therefore, we postulate that the current abundance distribution of a species is a ramification of past immigration/extinction dynamics in a peninsula, as well as an important indicator of such dynamics in the future. Furthermore, we predict an appreciable, abrupt decrease in the abundance pattern when a species range enters the Florida peninsula if a tree species has been experiencing declining immigration/extinction rates because of peninsular geometry.

The objective of this study was to evaluate the peninsula effect for tree species richness and geometry hypothesis as an underlying cause in the Florida peninsula. Analytically, we examined the species-level latitudinal abundance pattern in the context of latitudinal diversity gradient for Florida. Specifically, we adopted the standardized simulation approach implemented in Huisman–Olff–Fresco (HOF) models [27] to detect the abundance variations of each species in Florida with respect to its entire range. As supporting evidence for the geometry hypothesis, we looked for tree species with signatures of steep abundance decreases as they entered the Florida peninsula.

2. Materials and Methods

In the United States (US), the FIA program of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service provides consistent nationwide tree census information regarding the extent,
condition, status, and trends of the country’s forest resources [28]. The FIA program relies on a systematic, five-year rolling annual inventory system with a unified, fixed-radius plot design, which lends significant credibility in terms of the timeliness of data acquisition and comparability [29]. The FIA plot consists of four 7.2-meter fixed-radius subplots to tally all trees with a diameter at breast height (dbh) of at least 12.7 centimeters (cm), and each subplot contains a microplot for seedlings and understory inventory.

In this study, we retrieved the most recent FIA annual inventory (from 2010 to 2015) for 31 eastern states, comprising a total of 118,092 tree records from 77,523 inventory plots in the FIA database (FIADB) version 6.0 (available at https://apps.fs.usda.gov/fia/datamart/datamart_access.html). Issues with perturbed (fuzzed and swapped) FIA plot locations representing privately owned land were negligible in this study, as they were aggregated at a much larger area of 20 km × 20 km grids [30,31]. The bay area of Monroe county, Florida was not surveyed by the FIA program because the southern tip of Florida does not meet the FIA standards for forest classification.

As a basic analytic unit, we overlaid an array of 20 km × 20 km grids over the study area of 31 eastern US states, resulting in a total of 7320 grids (approximately 3.01 million km²), of which 570 grids correspond to the Florida peninsula (Figure 1). This grid size was adopted from the size of estimation unit of FIA sampling framework [32]. Firstly, we estimated grid-level species richness (i.e., counts of unique tree species) following Kwon et al. [33] in two steps: first, we selected grids containing more than three plots and, second, we applied a bootstrapping method of 1000 iterations to calculate the mean values for species counts after randomly selecting three plots for each grid. This method ensures that our sample-based richness estimates were not biased by the area sampled (i.e., the number of plots within a grid) because the relationship between the number of plots and the richness in a grid was linear (Pearson’s r of 0.58, p < 0.01). These grid-level species richness values were then tabulated to the nearest 1° latitudinal band to construct latitudinal richness patterns (gamma diversity sensu Whittaker [34]; Magurran [35]).

Next, to examine species-level abundances, we tabulated the sum of the absolute stem counts per species for each grid by accounting for actual plot size sampled using a per-acre tree expansion factor (variable code TPA stored in the TREE table of the FIADB), resulting in standardized stem counts per one-acre area. We then examined individual species-level abundance patterns along the latitudinal gradients. That is, for each species, we computed its mean stem counts across the range using a 1° moving window, such that for each 0.5° of latitude, the mean absolute stem count in a window (±0.5° latitudinal bands) was extracted. HOF models, which compensate for a small sample size using a bootstrapping technique [36], were then applied to simulate the abundance pattern of each species along the latitudinal gradients.

HOFS models (Figure 2) are a set of five hierarchical logistic regression models that were originally used for fitting a unimodal species response curve on an environmental gradient. A HOF model generates five pre-determined model outputs with decreasing complexity: skewed (type V), symmetric (type IV), plateau (type III), monotonic (type II), and flat response (type I) [37]. Beginning with the most complex model (type V), the most appropriate model is selected based on the likelihood ratio test of residual deviance with a significance level of p = 0.05.

HOFS model-based evidence for the geometry hypothesis was based on the following two criteria: the first was HOF model type V with a southern skewness (i.e., model maxima occurring in the southern latitudinal range center; criterion I), because we expected that an abrupt decline of abundance, due to peninsular geometry, would lead to an asymmetric abundance curve with a skewness toward the peninsula direction. Second, among species satisfying criterion I, the HOF model maxima occurred lower than the 31.5° latitude (criterion II), which is the approximate latitude of the peninsula base, because we speculated that if the maxima occurred farther north from the peninsula base, its asymmetric decline (type V) might be associated with other stochastic factors, such as disturbances, rather than the geometry hypothesis. This latter criterion can be considered a conservative approach to evaluating the geometry hypothesis.
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Figure 1. The study area of 31 eastern US states overlaid with an array of 20 km × 20 km grids (7320 grids) as an analytic unit. Shaded grids represent Florida peninsula (570 grids).
As a basic analytic unit, we overlaid an array of 20 km × 20 km grids over the study area of 31 eastern US states, resulting in a total of 7320 grids (approximately 3.01 million km$^2$), of which 570 grids correspond to the Florida peninsula (Figure 1). This grid size was adopted from the size of the Florida peninsula alone. Tree species richness showed a hump-shaped pattern along the latitudinal gradient in the eastern US with the highest (142 species) being around mid-range latitude (35 to 40° latitude) and decreases in both directions, the lowest (31 species) being located in the southern tip (latitude 25° to 28°) to the tip (latitude 25°) of Florida (Figure 3). The richness pattern within the Florida peninsula exhibited strong gradual monotonic declines from the base (latitude 31.5°) to the tip (latitude 25°), demonstrating a clear peninsula effect (Pearson’s correlation between species richness and latitude was 0.96; $p < 0.01$).

The latitudinal pattern of abundance (i.e., absolute mean stem counts) for 113 tree species in Florida exhibited a full spectrum of HOF model responses (see Table S1 in the Supplementary Material). Type V (skewed) was the most common latitudinal abundance pattern, while type III (plateau) was the least common.

**Figure 2.** Five Huismann–Olff–Fresco (HOF) model output types; (a) type I flat response; (b) type II monotonic (north and south are represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively); (c) type III plateau (north and south are represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively); (d) type IV symmetric; (e) type V as skewed (north and south are represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively). Criterion I is type V with a south skewness maximum represented by a dashed line in figure (e), and criterion II is a subset of criterion I with maxima occurring lower than the 31.5° latitude.

The other HOF model types (I to IV) were not regarded as evidence for geometry hypothesis, as these types were not related to abrupt abundance changes, thus not suggesting an imbalance of immigration/extinction rates in the peninsula. In addition, tree species with less than a 5° latitude range (the difference between the minimum and maximum latitudes) were regarded as endemic species and, thus, omitted from the HOF model simulation because they were not pertinent to the population dynamics relative to peninsular geometry.

Data from the FIADB were processed using PostgreSQL 9.6.1 [38], and all statistical analyses were performed in R version 2.12.1 [39].

**3. Results**

A total of 252 tree species across 31 eastern states were identified from the FIADB, and 113 species (representing 29 taxonomic families and 62 genera) were observed at a lower 31.5° latitude in the Florida peninsula alone. Tree species richness showed a hump-shaped pattern along the latitudinal gradient in the eastern US with the highest (142 species) being around mid-range latitude (35 to 40° latitude) and decreases in both directions, the lowest (31 species) being located in the southern tip of Florida (Figure 3). The richness pattern within the Florida peninsula exhibited strong gradual monotonic declines from the base (latitude 31.5°) to the tip (latitude 25°), demonstrating a clear peninsula effect (Pearson’s correlation between species richness and latitude was 0.96; $p < 0.01$).

The latitudinal pattern of abundance (i.e., absolute mean stem counts) for 113 tree species in Florida exhibited a full spectrum of HOF model responses (see Table S1 in the Supplementary Material). Table 1 shows a summary of abundance distribution for 113 Florida tree species, as simulated by the HOF models. Type V (skewed) was the most common latitudinal abundance pattern, while type III (plateau) was the least common.
HOF model-based evidence for the geometry hypothesis was based on the following two criteria: the first was HOF model type V with a southern skewness (i.e., model maxima occurring in the southern latitudinal range center; criterion I), because we expected that an abrupt decline of abundance, due to peninsular geometry, would lead to an asymmetric abundance curve with a skewness toward the peninsula direction. Second, among species satisfying criterion I, the HOF model maxima occurred lower than the 31.5° latitude (criterion II), which is the approximate latitude of the peninsula base, because we speculated that if the maxima occurred farther north from the peninsula base, its asymmetric decline (type V) might be associated with other stochastic factors, such as disturbances, rather than the geometry hypothesis. This latter criterion can be considered a conservative approach to evaluating the geometry hypothesis.

The other HOF model types (I to IV) were not regarded as evidence for geometry hypothesis, as these types were not related to abrupt abundance changes, thus not suggesting an imbalance of immigration/extinction rates in the peninsula. In addition, tree species with less than a 5° latitude range (the difference between the minimum and maximum latitudes) were regarded as endemic species and, thus, omitted from the HOF model simulation because they were not pertinent to the population dynamics relative to peninsular geometry.

Data from the FIADB were processed using PostgreSQL 9.6.1 [38], and all statistical analyses were performed in R version 2.12.1 [39].

3. Results

A total of 252 tree species across 31 eastern states were identified from the FIADB, and 113 species (representing 29 taxonomic families and 62 genera) were observed at a lower 31.5° latitude in the Florida peninsula alone. Tree species richness showed a hump-shaped pattern along the latitudinal gradient in the eastern US with the highest (142 species) being around mid-range latitude (35 to 40° latitude) and decreases in both directions, the lowest (31 species) being located in the southern tip of Florida (Figure 3). The richness pattern within the Florida peninsula exhibited strong gradual monotonic declines from the base (latitude 31.5°) to the tip (latitude 25°), demonstrating a clear peninsula effect (Pearson’s correlation between species richness and latitude was 0.96; p < 0.01).

Figure 3. Tree species richness from the Forest Inventory and Analysis database (FIADB) along the latitudinal gradients.

Table 1. All Florida species described by HOF model types or endemic status and top five abundance species in each category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Number of Species (%)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>The Five Most Abundant Species in Each Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Endemic</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18.5 (out of 113 species)</td>
<td>Guapira discolor; Avicennia germinis; Laguncularia racemosa; Rhizophora mangle; Swietenia mahagoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I—Flat</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.6 (out of 92 general species)</td>
<td>Ulmus crassifolia; Quercus marilandica; Carya illinoinensis; Cinnamomum camphora; Gleditsia aquatica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II—Monotonic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>Gordonia lasianthus; Fraxinus pennsylvanica; Persia borbonia; Ostrya virginia; Morus alba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>Sabal palmetto; Taxodium ascendens; Nyssa aquatica; Salix carolinia; Quercus virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III—Plateau</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Platanus occidentalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Quercus velutina; Planera aquatica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV—Gaussian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>Chamaecyparis thyoides; Oxycodendrum arboreum; Nyssa sylvatica; Carya glabra; Celtis laevigata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>Pinus taeda; Pinus elliottii; Pinus clausa; Liquidambar styraciflua; Nyssa biflora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V—Skewed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acer rubrum; Liriodendron tulipifera; Pinus palustris; Fagus grandifolia; Pinus echinata</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


There were 21 endemic species in Florida, mostly in southern Florida and sparsely distributed across the range, thus excluded from the HOF model. Among the 92 general (non-endemic) species, seven (7.6%) were flat response, as fitted by the HOF model type I, and 26 species (28.3%) were monotonic response (type II). Thirteen of the type II species (14.1%) showed a linear abundance pattern that increased southward, and the other thirteen were in the north. Three species (3.3%) exhibited a plateau pattern of type III, two of which had maxima in the north of the range’s center, with the other one being south of the range center. Thirteen species (14.1%) showed maxima occurring at the center of the range, as fitted by a symmetric Gaussian response (type IV). Within type V (skewed), which included 43 (43.7%) of the total general species, 21 species had their peak abundance north of the latitudinal center of the range; however, eleven of them extended their range into Canada, thus, the northern skewness was not derived from their entire range (see Table S1 in the Supplementary Material).

The HOF model output types explained, thus far, type I to type V of north maxima were not considered evidence species for the geometry hypothesis because they were not related to an abrupt abundance decrease pattern in the peninsula. Twenty-two type V species (23.9%) had their peak abundance south of the latitudinal center of the range (type V of south maxima), satisfying criterion I as evidence in support of the geometry hypothesis. Among those criterion I species, the abundance maxima of 12 species (13% out of 92 general species) were near the Florida peninsula base and lower (criterion II), supporting the peninsula geometry hypothesis in Florida (Table 2), while the other 10 were located farther north on the mainland. Our analysis therefore suggested that there is an insufficient number of evidence species (13%) to support the geometry hypothesis when examined by the latitudinal abundance pattern in the Florida peninsula.

4. Discussion

We examined the latitudinal abundance pattern of individual tree species in Florida using simulated unimodal species response curves implemented using the HOF model to uncover potential evidence for the geometry hypothesis in the Florida peninsula. Our analysis found only 12 species (13% of 92 species) with an abrupt steep abundance decline along the peninsula as evidence for the geometry hypothesis. This may mean that, first, the geometry hypothesis is not a valid explanation for tree species in Florida or, second, that population dynamics are difficult to trace by the current abundance pattern. Lastly, it could mean that tree species richness gradients in the Florida peninsula are merely driven by environmental factors specific to this region, such as forest patch size or other limiting factors (e.g., frost days, forest area, and precipitation in the driest quarter; see Kwon et al. [33]).

Yet, those 12-evidence species (Table 2) deserve conservation consideration because, with marked abrupt abundance attrition, these species may be more susceptible to various biotic and abiotic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPCD</th>
<th>Common Name</th>
<th>Genus</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Peak Abundance Latitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>653</td>
<td>Sweetbay</td>
<td>Magnolia</td>
<td>virginiana</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>694</td>
<td>Swamp tupelo</td>
<td>Nyssa</td>
<td>biflora</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>Sand pine</td>
<td>Pinus</td>
<td>clausa</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>Slash pine</td>
<td>Pinus</td>
<td>elliottii</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>813</td>
<td>Cherrybark oak</td>
<td>Quercus</td>
<td>pagoda</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>841</td>
<td>Dwarf live oak</td>
<td>Quercus</td>
<td>minima</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>820</td>
<td>Laurel oak</td>
<td>Quercus</td>
<td>laurifolia</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>822</td>
<td>Overcup oak</td>
<td>Quercus</td>
<td>lyrata</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>828</td>
<td>Texas red oak</td>
<td>Quercus</td>
<td>texa</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>827</td>
<td>Water oak</td>
<td>Quercus</td>
<td>nigra</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>831</td>
<td>Willow oak</td>
<td>Quercus</td>
<td>phellos</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 SPCD refers to species code used in FIADB.
disturbances (e.g., outstanding climate change, hurricane, wildfire, insect infestation, or land fragmentation). Also, five of these 12-evidence species (*Celtis laevigata*, *Nyssa biflora*, *Pinus clausa*, *Pinus elliottii*, *Salix bonplandiana*) were identified by Murphy et al. [40] as having an overall range deduction as examined by the proportion of occupied cells as a response to contemporary climate change. Our analysis indicated that these evidence species have experienced an outstanding stress in the region thus a potential for range shrinkage.

Seven species met criterion I (type V of south skewedness) but not criterion II (abundance maxima occurring below the 31.5° latitude). Three were oak species (*Quercus pagoda*, *Quercus lyrata*, *Quercus nigra*), while the other four were *Juniperus virginia*, *Pinus taeda*, *Liquidambar styraciflua*, and *Cornus florida*. These seven species demonstrated abundance maxima (their population source latitude) unrestricted by the peninsula; thus, peninsular geometry seemed to play a less important role in the decline of their abundance in Florida, but they still have a potential for range shrinkage. In total, 11 of the 19 *Quercus* genera species found in Florida which met at least one of the criteria, suggesting the need for monitoring efforts in support of conservation.

Although not meeting our criteria for abrupt abundance decline in the peninsula, 62 species experienced progressive abundance attrition (type II north, type III north, and type IV and type V south) in Florida, and this species-level phenomenon might be responsible for the overall tree richness pattern observed in Florida. A similar conclusion was drawn for the diversity pattern of birds in the Iberian Peninsula by Carrascal and Diaz [41]. In addition, although 21 species with less than a 5° latitude range were excluded from our analysis; those endemic species deserve conservation efforts to ensure they adapt to their small-size niches in changing environments.

4.1. Comparison with Other Peninsula Effect Studies

Although woody plant species have rarely been tested for the geometry hypothesis of the peninsula effect in North America, we discuss our findings in light of other relevant studies. A study by Schwartz [42] investigated the clumping of tree species range termini to infer the peninsula effect by using a diversity measure derived from Little’s historical tree species range maps [43] and reported no overall diversity decline for a total of 222 species in Florida. However, of these 222 species, our study only observed 72 of them in the FIADB, and they showed a strong richness decline towards the tip of the peninsula. On the other hand, when temperate and tropical species were examined separately, Schwartz [42] found that the temperate species exhibited the peninsula effect, while the tropical species showed an inverse pattern. Following their classification of temperate and tropical species, we also found that the temperate species in the FIADB exhibited the peninsula effect, while tropical affinity showed no decreasing pattern towards the tip of the peninsula. In addition, Schwartz [42] observed dramatic species composition change from northern to southern Florida but, in our study, the species pool change represented by the FIA inventory was not as appreciable, as identified by Schwartz. A disagreement between Schwartz [42] and our study was unsurprising because, as we suspect, the disagreement is mainly attributable to the different data source for Little’s range map [43], which approximated natural distributions of woody plants, while the FIA inventory is based on sample plots in forest lands confined to fixed-radius subplots.

A study by Milne and Forman [18] concluded that reduced land area was a causative explanation for the slight overall peninsula effect in the woody vegetation of Maine. However, their study combined data from multiple adjacent and small peninsulas in the region and focused on alpha diversity rather than gamma diversity (as was used in our study). Kwon et al. [33] also found forest patch areas and frost days as the most determinative factors behind tree species richness in Florida using spatial modeling approaches, and the geometry hypothesis, as tested by the nearby waterbody area, was not a significant factor.
4.2. Thoughts Regarding Other Hypotheses for the Peninsula Effect in Florida

The history and habitat hypotheses have also been proposed for the peninsula effect in other regions [44,45]. Florida’s geological history has been relatively simple and stable since the early Pliocene Epoch [46], and this long environmental stability can be assumed to have minimized the impact of past climatic or geological events, such as glaciers, on the current distribution of tree species. This long environmental stability also implies that tropical regions can contain more specialized species with smaller niches, thereby allowing for greater diversity where resources are fairly abundant throughout the year [6]. This assumption is supported by our observation that 21 endemic Florida species had their entire range (≤5° latitude) in Florida, while only six species with less than a 5° latitude were found above the 32° latitude; this ecological phenomenon is also known as Rapoport’s rule [47]. Thus, the history hypothesis can explain why there are many endemic species in the Florida peninsula, but it is not sufficient to address the causal factors for the peninsula effect. Regarding habitat hypotheses, climate conditions change from warm and temperate in the north of Florida to subtropical in the south, and it is likely that the climatic and habitat conditions control the peninsula effect in Florida [33]. The present study, however, attempted to test the geometry hypothesis only, as no other studies quantified the potential effect of peninsula geometry in tree species population dynamics due to limited empirical evidence [23,48].

5. Conclusions

We investigated the geometry hypothesis for the peninsula effect using simulated latitudinal abundance patterns for 113 tree species in Florida. We found that only 12 species out of 92 non-endemic species showed an abrupt steep abundance decline along the Florida peninsula when compared with their general trend across the range. Although not conclusive evidence, this result suggests that the observed richness pattern of tree species in Florida could merely be a continuation of latitudinal diversity gradients in the southeastern US, independent of peninsular geometry. However, those 12-evidence species, as well as seven criterion I species, indicate that they have experienced outstanding stress in the region such that a monitoring effort is needed to support population conservation.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-2818/11/2/20/s1, Table S1: HOF model results for 92 (non-endemic) species.
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